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GROUPS WITH SOME COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES
AKIHIDE HANAKI and TETSURO OKUYAMA
(Received July 28, 1995)
1. Introduction
In [1], E. Bannai introduced the concept of fusion algebras at an algebraic
level, a purely algebraic concept for fusion algebras in mathematical physics. He
showed that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between character algebras
(Bose-Mesner algebras at algebraic level) and fusion algebras at an algebraic level.
The concept of character algebras is a purely algebraic concept for Bose-Mesner
algebras of association schemes.
For any commutative association scheme, a character algebra and the corre-
sponding fusion algebra at algebraic level are constructed. But this fusion algebra
at an algebraic level is far from a fusion algebra in mathematical physics. A fusion
algebra in mathematical physics is integral, its matrix 5 is symmetric (and unitary),
and it has the modular invariance property. But these are not true for fusion alge-
bras at an algebraic level. So he asked which fusion algebra at an algebraic level
have these properties.
In this paper, we construct some p-groups and check the properties of their
group association schemes. For our groups, the fusion algebras are integral and S
is unitary but not necessary symmetric. Section 4 is a generalization of [2].
2. Fusion algebras at an algebraic level and character algebras
For the definitions of fusion algebras and character algebras, we refer to [1,
Definition 1.1 and 2.5].
Theorem 2.1 [1, Theorem 3.1]. There exists a natural one-to-one correspon-
dence between fusion algebras at an algebraic level and character algebras.
The correspondence in Theorem 2.1 is the following. Let 21 = (yo,yi, ,yd)
be a character algebra with basis yo? 2/i> > 2/d and the multiplication
k=0
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Define
Nij =
where ki is as in [1, Definition 2.5], and let 21 = (XQ,χι-> * * >χd) be the algebra with
basis XQ, xι, , Xd and the multiplication
k=0
Then %= (x0, x±, , Xd) becomes a fusion algebra at an algebraic level. When all
Ni[*j are non-negative integers, we call 21 integral.
Now we consider a finite group G. The character algebra (Bose-Mesner alge-
bra) of the group association scheme of G can be identified with the center of the
group algebra over the complex number field. The basis of the character algebra is
{Co, C[>' , Cd}, where C1(G) = {C
o
, C
u
 , Cd} and C^  = ΣgeCi 9-
Put
In this case, kι = |Q| , so the structure constant of the corresponding fusion algebra
at an algebraic level is
Let Irr(G) = {χo,Xi, ,Xd}, and let e* be the central primitive idempotent
corresponding to χit Then {e0, ei, , ed} is also a basis for the character algebra.
Thus there exist non-singular matrices P — (pij)o<ij<d, Q = (<lij)o<i,j<d such that
= (eo,ei,. ,ed)P,
(|G|eo, |G|ei, , |G|ed) = (Co, C[,
It is easy to see that
A matrix 5 is determined from a fusion algebra at an algebraic level [1, The-
orem in §4]. In mathematical physics, 5 is always unitary and symmetric (if 5 is
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symmetric, then S is unitary). But this is not true for fusion algebras at an algebraic
level.
For group case, it is shown in [1, §5] that 5 is unitary if and only if the lengths
of conjugacy classes and the squares of the degrees of irreducible characters of G
coincide with the multiplicity, and S is symmetric if and only if P = Q. So we
discuss these conditions in the following sections. If S is symmetric we call the
group self dual.
In the rest of this paper, S shall denote the matrix obtained from G in this way.
3. Construction of groups and some properties
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation.
Let q be a prime power, s and / be positive integers, and θ be a generator of
the Galois group of GF(qrs) over GF(ςr). We define
G = {u(a
u
 α2, , a{) a{ e GF(q8)}.
We write an element u(aχ, α2, , α/) of G by u{μi) to simplify our description. We
define the multiplication in G by u(di)u{bi) = u(ci), where
Then G is a group. Note that
/ 1
a2
0
α 3 a
θ
2 a{θ »θ
z
 χ
θ θ
2
 θ
ι
~
1
\ al al-\ al—2 ' ' * α l •"
with the usual matrix multiplication.
We regard θ as an automorphism of G by u(di)θ = u(df). We also regard λ G
GF(qs)x as an automorphism of G by u(di)λ = u(X^ai), where λ ^ = Πj = o ^
We define some subgroups of G as follows:
Gfc = {u{di) G G di = 0, for z < &} for 1 < k < I 4-1,
H = {u(βi) EG;
 e i e G F ( g ) } ,
.it t : = G-fc ΓΊ H.
Then obviously, Gi = G, G
ί + 1 = 1, |G fe | = qs(ι^-k\ and ff = CG((9) and abelian.
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We assume the following:
HYPOTHESIS. (1) s is odd, and Z is less than the least prime divisor of s.
(2) .(*,(/) = 1.
(3) (*,g-l) = l.
Let Tr : GF(qs) -> GF(q) and Norm : GF(qs)x -> GF(q)x be the usual trace
map and the norm map, respectively.
Lemma 3.1. (1) Ker Tr is an (s — 1)-dimensionalGF(q)-subspace of GF(qs).
Forae GF(qs)x, a Ker Tr = Ker Tr if and only if a e GF(q)x.
In particular, a Ker Tr + Ker Tr = GF{qs) for any a 0 GF{q)x, a φ 0.
(2) For 1 < i < Z, aQi = a if and only if a £ GF(q).
(3) GF(qs) = GF(q) Θ Ker Tr.
(4) GF(qs)x = GF(q)x x Ker Norm. For 1 < i < I and X e Ker Norm,
λ^) = 1 if and only if X = 1.
Proof. (1) This holds in general and is easy to prove.
(2) By Hypothesis (1), (θ*) = (θ).
(3) By Hypothesis (2), GF(qs) = GF(q) Θ Ker Tr.
(4) By Hypothesis (3), a £ Ker Tr for a G GF(q)x - {1}. Thus GF(qs)x =
GF(q)x x Ker Norm. We assume λ G Ker Norm and λ^ = 1. By the definition of
So Xθi = λ. Thus λ G GF{q)x Π Ker Norm = 1, by (2). D
For x = ιx(αi, , α/) G G, we write the i-th entry α^  by X{.
Lemma 3.2. (1) Assumex G G ,^ y G Gj, x^  = a, yj = 6, andί+j — I. Then
[x, y]k = 0, /or /c < Z, and
[x,y]ι = aΘJb-abθ\
(2) With the assumption of (1), suppose a φ 0. ΓΛ «^ a^6 - a6^' = d(cb -
(cbf), and
{aΘJb - abθί b G GF(^)} = d Ker Tr,
where t is given by Hypothesis (1) such that 1 < t < s — 1, θ3' = θτt and
t /t-1 >
gik I -f—r QikK
k=0 \k=0
=
 I
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Moreover a G GF(q) if and only if d G GF(g).
Proof. (1) We have
{χy)k = {yχ)k, for k < /,
(xy)ι - (yx)ι = aΘJb-abθ\
Thus xy = yxu, where u = u(0, , 0, ae°b — abe%).
(2) The equation in (2) holds as dc = aθ%t = a?3 and dcθ% = aθ° = a. So
{aΘJb- abQi b <E GF(ς s )} = d Ker Tr.
Assume d e GF(q). Then d^ * = d and α^*(*+1) = a. Thus α^Z = α. By Hypothesis
(1), a e GFfa). D
REMARK. G/GI+J-X is isomorphic to a group defined by (i + j) instead of I.
Thus if 2 + j < /, Lemma 3.2 holds with / replaced by i + j .
Lemma 3.3. (1) [Gi? G ]^ = G i + j if i + j < I and [Gu Gά\ = 1 ifi + j > I.
In particular, G
m
 is abelian if and only if 2m > I + 1.
(2) // 2m > I + 1,
[G
m
,0] = {^(αi) G G
m
 α< G Ker Tr}.
Proof. (1) If z + j > Z, then obviously [G
u
Gj] = 1. If 2 -h j = /, then
[G^Gj] = Gι by Lemma 3.1 (1) and Lemma 3.2. In general, the result follows by
induction on / — (2 + j) and Lemma 3.2 (and its Remark).
(2) Let 2m > I + 1. Then G
m
 is abelian. By Hypothesis (2), G
m
 = CG(Θ) x
[G
m
,0]. For u(ai) G G
m
, ^(αi)" 1 = u(—a,i). Thus we get the presentation of
[G
m
,0]. •
Lemma 3.4. (1) CG(u) = HGι+1-i for uβHi\ Hi+1, 1 < 2 < /.
(2) Assume 2m > I + 1, m < /, σ G Irr(iJ
m
), <z«rf σ ^ / 1. 5 j Lemma 3.3
(2), we αz« see
σ G Irr(#
m
) = Irr(G
m
/[G
m
,0]) C Irr(G
m
).
G
m
^]-[G
m
,^] D Gh for x
7/2 particular, IG(&) = #£^+i-m, wλere IG(CΓ) £S ίAe inertia group of σ in G.
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Proof. (1) Assume y G Gj, y G CG(u), and i+j < I. We put m = e G GF(g)
and
 yj = b e GF(qs). Then 0 = [u,y]i+j = e(b - bθi) by Lemma 3.2 (1). Thus
b G GF(</) and y G HGj+ι. As H C C G ( U ) , we can repeat this argument to get the
result.
(2) HGi+i-m normalizes [G
m
,0]. So we may assume that there exists a posi-
tive integer i such that x G G ,^ a^ = a 0 GF(ς), and i + m < Z. Then ra < Z — z, and
[G/_;,0]c[G
m
,0] . So
By Lemma 3.2 the set of Z-th entries of elements of [[Gι_i,0],a;] C G\ is {abθ% —
a
θ
°b 6 G Ker Tr}, where j = I - ί. We have
{α&^ - α^'b be Ker Tr} + Ker Tr = {α6β< - α^6 6 G GF(g s)} + Ker Tr
= d Ker Tr + Ker Tr = GF(<f),
where d is the element defined in Lemma 3.2 (2). Thus [[Gz_i,0],α;][Gj,0] D Gι and
[ G
m
, 0 ] * [ G
m
, 0 ] D G
z
.
As σ ^ Φ 1, x 0 I G ( ^ ) and thus I G ( ^ ) C JZ"G/+i_m. It is easy to see that
I G (σ) D f Γ G z + i - m D
Lemma 3.5. (1) IfueH and [u,x] £G H, then [u,x] = 1.
(2) / / U G Hi\Hi+1 and 2k + i > / + 1 , ίAe/2 [u, Gfc] = [Gfc+i, 0]. /Λ particular,
if[u,x] G G/, /AeA2 [u,x] G [G;,0].
Proof. (1) Assume u G f/» \ ffi+i and m = e e GF(g) x . For x OΌ
HGι+ι-i, we shall show [tz,x] 0 G -H". We may assume x G G^ , i + j < i, and
Xj = a £ GF(ς). Then [w,x] G G i + J and [τx,x]i+j = e(α — α^') by Lemma 3.2.
Suppose [ιx,ar] eG H. Then [ΪX,X]<+J G GF(ς), and α - a 0 ' G GF(g) Π Ker Tr = 0.
Thus a = a^1 and so a G GF(ς). This is a contradiction.
(2) In general, we have [u, xy] = [u,y][u, x][[u, x],y\.
If x, y G Gk, then [w,x] G Gk+i and [[u,a:],2/] G G2fc+i = 1. Gk+i is abelian
since 2(fc + ϊ) > Z + 1. Thus
= {[u,x] x G Gk} C G f c + i .
As it61 = u, [u,Gk] is 0-invariant and [u, Gk] Π H = 1 by (1). Hence [u,Gk] C
[ G f c + i , 0 ] ,
If k + z > Z + 1, then [u, Gk] = [ G f c + ί , 0] = 1. Assume k + i<l. Then
= | G f c : C G f c ( t i ) |
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and
So [u,
When [u,x] G Gι, we apply Lemma 3.4 (1) to G/Gι and we get x G HGι-im If
i = Z, then [iz,a;] = 1. If z < I then, [w,x] G [C?z,0] by applying the above argument
to k = l-i. D
In order to calculate the values of the irreducible characters of G we will need
some properties of a certain quadratic form over GF(ς). For the rest of this section,
let V be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(ς) and let / : V —> GF(g) be a
quadratic form with the symmetric bilinear form g :V xV -^ GF(q). Namely
f(λx + μy) = λ2f(x) + μ2f(y) + λμ^(x, y)
for x,y eV and λ, μ G GF(g). For the following facts, we shall refer to [4, Chap.6,
§2]
Assume / is non-degenerate and n is even. Put n = 2n0. There exists a basis
{vi, V2, , ^ n} for F such that for x = ΣΓ=i ^i^ij λi G GF(g), one of the following
holds.
(1) /(a:) = Σ Ξ i λ i λ < + n o .
(-1) When ςf is even, f(x) = Σ"^ ι A<Ai+no_i + A ^ + An_!An + aλ2n, where
ί
2
 + ί + a G GF(ς)[ί] is irreducible.
When q is odd, f(x) = ΣZϊ* λ<λ i + n o_i + A 2 ^ - αA2, where ί2 - a G
GF(g)[ί] is irreducible.
Then, for (ε), ε = dbl, and a G GF(g)x, we have
t{x G V /(x) = 0} = (<T - ε ) ^ 0 " 1 + ε<T,
For a (9-invariant GF(g)-subspace £7 of GF(<f), let [£7, (9] = {uτ - u ueU,τ G
((9)}. Then for the trace map Tr : GΈ{qs) -* GF(ςf),
Ker T r =
Let / > m > k > 0 such that m + fc = /, and put m — k = i. We define
and </: [GF(^),0] x [GF(^),0] -> GF(^) by
^(α,6) = Tτ((aθk - α^m)6
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Then / is a quadratic form and g is the corresponding symmetric bilinear form. We
have
g(a,b) = Tr((a-aθl)θkb+(bθkaf -bθma)
= Ύv((a-aθlfb-(a-aθί)bθrn),
and
{a-aθ a G [GF(<?s),0]} = [GF(ςβ),β].
So if g(a, b) = 0 for all a G [GF(<f), 0] then 6 G GF(g) Π [GF(gs), 0] = 0 by Lemma
3.2 (2). Thus g is non-degenerate and so is /.
Note that dimGF(g)[GF(<7s),0] = 5 — 1 is even. We want to determine which of
the cases (1), (-1) hold for (/, [GF(<f),0]).
Put 5 = t2rι " r
n
, where π's are distinct primes. We define ει = ±1, i =
1,2, , ra, by q^-1)/2 = £{ (mod π), and define εs = ΠΓ=i ε* ^ s *s s c l u a r e t n e n
we define ε
s
 = 1.
Lemma 3.6. For (/, [GF(gs),^]), (ε
s
) is independent of k and m.
Proof. Assume that the case (ε) occurs for (/, [GF(gs),0]). Note that / and
g are ^-invariant, namely f(aθ) = f(a) and g(aθ,bθ) = g(a,b).
First, we assume that s = rc, where r is a prime. Then r is odd by our
assumption. Since θ has no fixed point on [GF(qs),θ] \ {0}, r divides the length of
any (0)-orbit on it. Thus for a G GF(g)x,
${x G V /(x) = a} = (q^1^2 - ε)q^'1)/2-1 = 0 (mod r).
Thus g^"1)/2 Ξ ε (mod r).
Note that s - 1 = rc - 1 = (rc - l)/(r - 1) (r - 1).
If x is even, then (rc — l)/(r — 1) is also even and (s — l)/2 is a multiple of
r - 1. So g(s-1)/2 = 1 (mod r) and ε = 1.
If x is odd, then (rc - l)/(r - 1) is also odd and g( s"1)/2 = qi*-1)/2 (mod r).
Thus ε = ςf^7*"1)/2 (mod r). Therefore ε = ε
s
.
Now, in general, we assume s = rcu, where r is a prime and (r, u) = 1. We put
0! = 0rC, 02 = 0
U
. By the action of θ
λ
 on [GF(gθ),0], we have
[GF(qs),θ] =
=
By the action of 02 on [GF(qs),θ1], we have
,0!] = ([GF(^),01]ΓΊ
= [GF(q«),θ1]®[[GF(q%θi\,θ2
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Thus [GF(qs),θ] = [GF(qryθ2]®[GF(q%θ1]®[[GF(qa),θ1],θ2]. This is an orthog-
onal decomposition for g since g is ^-invariant and (s, q) = 1, and the restriction of
/ to each component is non-degenerate.
Put W = [[GF(qβ),θ1],θ2\. Then dimW = (rc - l)(u - 1). θ2 acts on W and
has no fixed point on W\ {0}. As | ^ | — rC> by the same argument as above, if (ε\γ)
occurs for (/, W) then ε
w
 =
 q(rc-i)(u-i)/2 Ξ χ ( m o d r ) a n d ε ^ = χ
This argument can be applied to any non-degenerate ^-invariant / and g. (ε
r
c)
occurs on the first component and (ε
u
) occurs on the second component by induc-
tion. Thus ε
r
cε
u
εw = ε
s
 occurs on [GF(qs),θ]. The proof is complete. Π
4. Conjugacy classes and irreducible characters
In this section we determine the conjugacy classes and the irreducible characters
ofG.
Theorem 4.1. {1} U {u{ei)x u{βi) G H \ {l},λ G Ker Norm} is a complete
set of representatives of the conjugacy classes ofG.
Proof. Assume u(ei)x =G u(fi)μ, where u(ei),u(fi) G H \ {1} and λ,μ €
Ker Norm. If u{ei) G Hk\Hk+l9 then w(/<) € Hk\Hk+1 and (λμ-1)**^* = Λ / 0.
Thus (λμ" 1)^) G GF(<?)X Π Ker Norm = 1. By Lemma 3.1 (4), λ = μ. Now
u{βi) = u(fi) by Lemma 3.5 (1).
The set in the theorem is a subset of the representatives of conjugacy classes.
Consider the sum of their lengths,
1 + 7ZT Σ \G
q
 ueH\{i]
i=l
I
(We used Lemma 3.4 (1) in the first equation.) The result follows. •
Corollary 4.2. There exist (qs — l)qι % conjugacy classes of size q(s 1^z ^ for
1 < i < I — 1 and qs conjugacy classes of size 1.
We need some terminology from character theory. Let K be an arbitrary finite
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group, Z < K and let p G Irr(Z) be linear and K-invariant. We call x e K p-special
if [x,g] G Z implies [x,g] G Ker p ϊoτ g £ K. If y G K is not p-special, then
χ(2/) = 0 for any χ G Irr(if |p) (See [3, Chap. 11]).
For p G Irr(ifj), we can regard p G Irr(Gz) since Gι = Hi x [G/, 0]. We assume
p ^ 1 in the following.
Lemma 4.3. Ifx £ G is p-special then x eG H or x G Gι.
Proof. Assume x <£ G\. By Theorem 4.1, x =G u
x
 for some u G Hι\ Hi+ι,
ί < I — 1, and λ G GF(qs)x, Norm λ = 1. Since x is p-special, so is ux. By
Lemma 3.5 (2), [u\G
z
_i] = [u,GZ-<]λ = [Ghθ]λ. Assume λ ^ 1. Then λ^) φ 1
by Lemma 3.1 (1) and λ^^Ker Tr + Ker Tr = GΈ(qs) by Lemma 3.3 (2). Thus
[G/, θ]x[Gι,θ] = Gι. This contradicts the fact that pφl. So λ = 1 and x =G u e H.
D
Lemma 4.4. For χ G Irr(G|p), χ(l) =
 q(s-i)(i-i)/2 a n d | χ ( u ) |2 = ς(β-i)i for
Proof. For u G G we denote the conjugacy class of G containing uby C
u
.
If ( u - 1 ) * ^ GG HGU then u^u**'1 eG HGU namely [ u , ^ " 1 ] GG ίfG/. Then
[u,yx~1] G Gz by Lemma 3.5 (1). By Lemma 3.4 (1), yx~λ G HGi-i, and by
Lemma 3.5 (2), [u.yx'1] G [Ghθ). Thus
G
u
-iG
u
 = \G : CG(^) | [G/,^] -h (non p-special conjugacy class sums).
We consider the value of χ of this equation and we have
\G : CG(tx)|2 |χ(ω)|2/x(l)2 = \G : CG(u)\qs-\
Thus
By Lemma 4.3,
<tι = \G\ =
ueH\Hι zβ
= qs-1χ(l)2i(H\H
ι
)+q*χ(l)2
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Thus χ( l ) 2 = g(*-i)(*-i). \
χ
(u)\2 = \G : C G W Γ 1 ^ " 1 ^ ! ) 2 = q^'1^ for u G
Hi \ Hi+l9 i < I - 1. D
By Lemma 4.3, each χ G Irr(G|p) is ^-invariant. By Hypothesis (2), we may
define the Glauberman correspondence between lττ(H) and Iττβ(G), the set of θ-
invariant irreducible characters of G. Let χ = χ
α
 G Irr(G|p) correspond to α G
Irr(ff). (See [3, Chap. 13].)
Proposition 4.5. Assume u G if* \ if»+i, i < / - 1, # « ^ I - i is odd. Then
X(u) = g< s-1)*/2a(u).
Proof. Put A = (I - % + 1 ) / 2 and m = (Z -h i + l)/2. By Lemma 3.3 (2), G
m
is abelian. As (|G|,s) = 1 and G
m
 is ^-invariant, there exists σ e lττβ(G
rn
) such
that (σ G ,χ) φ 0 [3, Theorem 13.27]. By Lemma 3.3 (2), G
m
 = H
m
 x [G
m
,β] and
so Ker σ D [G
m
,θ] and σHι = P φ 1. By Lemma 3.4 (2), IG(σ) = #Gfc and there
exists 77 G iττ(HGk) such that 77° = χ. Then ry is ^-invariant and η corresponds to
a by [3, Theorem 13.29].
Since [u,HGk] = [u,Gk] = [Gm,θ], u e Z(HGk mod [Gm,0]). Thus η(u) =
Assume ux e HGk for xeG. Then [ux, Gfc] = [u, G f c ] x = [ G m ) 0] x . If x 0 ffG fc,
then, by Lemma 3.4 (2), [G
m
,0] x [G
m
,0] D G
z
, and so tt x G # G f c is not σ-special.
Hence η(ux) = 0. Now we have χ(u) = r7G(w) = η(u) = η(l)a(u). The result
follows by Lemma 4.4. D
Proposition 4.6. With the assumptions of Proposition 4.5, suppose that I — i is
even. Then χ(u) = ε
s
q^s~lS)^2a(u), where ε
s
 = ±1 is as defined in Section 3.
Proof. Put k = (I — i)/2 and m — (/ + i)/2. As the proof of Proposition 4.5,
there exists σ G Irr(ff
m
) C Irr(G
m
) such that σπ
x
 — OL and ( σ G , χ ) φ 0, and there
exists η G Irr^(ffGfc+i|σ) corresponding to α such that 77^  = χ
Since [u,HGk+1] = [Gm+Uθ] C [Gm,θ], u G Z(ifG f c + 1 mod [Gm,β]). Since
[tix,ffG f c +i] = [ G m + i , 0 ] s , if ux G ffGfc+i and x £ HGk, then r7(ux) = 0 as in the
proof of Proposition 4.5. Thus
χ{u) =ηG(u)= Σ η(ux) = ^η{u[u,x\) =η{u)Y^σ{[u,x]).
xeHGk+1\HGk x x
Put m = e G GF(q). Then e φ 0. Let x G Gfc and xfc = α G GF(^ S ). We
apply Lemma 3.5 (2) to G/Gι and then [u,x] G [G
m
,0]G/. Thus T r i ^ x ] ^ ) = 0 for
j < I - 1 by Lemma 3.3 (2). We shall show that Ύr([u,x]ι) = Ύr((aθk - aθm)a)e.
Put v G Hi such that Vi = e, i^ = 0 for j φ i, and put y G G& such that yk = a,
Uj = 0 for j φ k. Then u G vHi+1 and x G yGk+1. Now [w, x] G [υ, 2/][Gm+i, 0] by
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Lemma 3.3 (2) and the formula for commutators. Thus Tr([u, x]j) = Ύr([υ,y]j) for
1 < j < I Put z = [υ,y]. We have (υy)ι = 0, (yυ)k = a, {yv)i = e, (yv)m = aΘ%e,
and (yv)j = 0 for j φ fc, i, m. As z
m
 = e(a — aθ'),
Tr(zι-i) = 0 by I - i < I - 1, so
Tφ/) = Tr(α^ α^  - aθ a)e
= Ύr(aθrn~z a - aθrna)e
= Ύr((aθk -aθrn)a)e.
Thus [u,x] = x; mod [G
m
,β], where x; G ϋΓ/, x\ = Tr((α0fc - aern)a)e/s.
When x runs over £?& mod HGk+u Xk — a G GF(^S) runs over [GF(gs),β]. As
σ G Irr(ff
m
) C Irr(G
m
),
σ([u,x]) =σ(x') = ρ(x').
Now by Lemma 3.6,
xGHGk+1\HGk x
as PHZ 7^  l Thus χ(tx) = ε
s
g^~1^2?7(l)α(ΐx). The result follows by Lemma 4.4.
D
Proposition 4.7. Lei χ
α
 G Irr^(G) 6e ίAe character corresponding to a G
Irr(fΓ) \ { I H } . / / α G bτ(H/Hk+1)\lτr(H/Hk), 1 < fc < I, ίAe« Ker χ α D
[Gfc,fl]Gfc+i, χ α ( l ) = ^-D(^-i)/2, X α ( x ) = ofarx £G HGk, ifx GG HGki then x
is conjugate tou G H modulo Ker χ
α
, and for u G if,
Hi \ Hi+ι, i < k — 1 and k — i is odd,
ε
β
ςf(s~1)*/2α(it), for u G Hι\ Hi+ι, i < k — 1 and k — i is even.
Proof. Note that Ker χ
α
 D Gk+±. Apply Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 to G/Gk+i
Π
Theorem 4.8. Irr(G) = {1G} U {χ£ a G Irr(JEί) \ {1H}, λ G Ker Norm}.
Proof. Assume χ£ = χ^ for a,β G Irr(if) \ {1H} and λ, μ G Ker Norm. We
have x ^ " 1 =
 Xβ. Then α G Iττ(H/Hk+1) \ Ίir(H/Hk) implies /5 G hτ(H/Hk+1) \
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Iττ(H/Hk). Thus [G^Θ^'^G^Θ] C Ker χβ and so (λμ"1)^) = 1. Now λ = μ
and a — β. The result follows by comparing the number of conjugacy classes with
the size of our set. D
Corollary 4.9. There exist (qs — l ) ^ / - i irreducible characters of degree
q(a-i)(i-i)/2 y
or
 i <i <i — i and qs irreducible characters of degree 1.
Theorem 4.10. The matrix S obtained by G is unitary.
Proof. It is easy by Corollaries 4.2 and 4.9. •
5. The fusion algebra at an algebraic level of G is integral
Let C1(G) = {Ci}0<i<d For u e C{, v e Cj, and w~λ G Ck, put
Then t
u
,v,w = tfj, where t\ is defined in Section 2. We also put NUjV^w = N^ . Note
that
. _ \CU\\CV\ ^ X(u)χ(v)χ(w)
To show that the fusion algebra at an algebraic level is integral we shall show N
u
,ViW
is a non-negative integer for any u, υ, w.
Put
T = {1} U {u(
ei)x u(e<) G H \ {1}, λ G Ker Norm},
representatives of the conjugacy classes of G (Theorem 4.1). In this section, we shall
assume that u, v, w GT.
Obviously, N
u
,
v
,
w
 is symmetric in u, υ
:
 w, and if t
u
,v,w = 0 then N
u
,
υ
,
w
 = 0
If u G Gi \ G i + i , w G Gj\ Gj+i, and z < j then v e Gi\ Gi+1 or iVU)t;jtl, =
0. So we may assume u,v G G^  \ G^+i and w e Gj \ GJ+χ for i < j . Then
VΊGullG^HG^I/IGI = g(*-i)(i-0+(«-i)(i-i)/2-*ί. We may also assume s > 3 and s
is odd.
We put
nί%= Σ -
χ€lrr(G/Gm+i)\Irr(G/Gm)
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where we regard Irr(G/G
m
) as a subset of Irr(G) in natural way, and thus
N(m) = (s-l)(l-i) + (s-l)(l-j)/2-sl (m)
u,v,w H u,v,w
We have NUtVfW = ΣL=o^w™>
 w n e r e
 Irr(G/G0) is the empty set.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a finite abelian group, and let B and C be subgroups of
A such that B > C. Then, for x,y,z e A,
(\A/C\-\A/B\, ifxyzeC,
Σ Xip)x(y)x(*) = { -\A/B\, ifxyz eB\C,
X6lrr(A/C)\Irr(Λ/β) [ Q? otherwise.
Proof. This is easy since E
xe
irr(A/B) x(x)x(y)x(z) = \A/B\ i f χVz e B a n d
0 otherwise. D
For x, y, z £ T, We define δ
m
(xyz) to be 1 if xyz e G
m
 and 0 otherwise. If
x = u, y = v, and z = w we omit m ii;, namely <5
m
 = δ
Lemma 5.2. // i = j, then ΣL=o"£v,v> = δi+i«ai a n d Σ U o ^ w &
Proof. Obviously,
Σ
*
1
 ^(m)
 =
 V "
rί
u,υ,w Z^
m=0 χelττ(G/Gi)
= Σ
X6lrr(G/Gi)
X(U)X(V)X(W)
Furthermore, since u,v,w G Z(χ), Theorem 4.8 implies that for χ G
<U = Σ
X€lrr(G/Gi+i)\Irr(G/G<)
So we have
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By definition of Nh™]
w
,
Σ
N(m) _ 3(s-l)(l-i)/2-sl V^ (m)iy
u,υ,w ** / j llju,v,w
m=0 m—0
Now 3(5 - 1)(/ - i)/2 -sl + si = (s-3)(l- ϊ)/2 > 0, and thus ΣL=o N ^ i s a n
integer. •
Lemma 5.3. Assume i < j and u G H. Ifv^H then nUjViW = 0. When v £
H we define we H by we w[Gj,θ]Gj+1. Then Σ l = o n w = ί i + i ( H 9 ( s ~ 1 ) i + i
<*nd Σm=o N Ά is an integer.
Proof. The first statement obviously holds since tUiV^w = 0. Suppose v e H,
and define w e H as in this lemma.
By Theorem 4.7,
Σ
"
7 1
 (m)
 = =
m=0
and
n
u)υ,w = q^8"1^1 ^ a(u)a(υ)a(w)
Thus the equation holds.
Furthermore,
(m)
"
J
u,v,w
m=0 m=0
Σ
Now (5 - 1)(Z - i) + (5 - 1)(Z - i)/2 - 5/ + (s - l)z + j = (5 - 3)(Z - j)/2 > 0, and
t h u s
 Σ i = o M^^ti; is an integer. •
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Lemma 5.4. If m> j , then either
Ώ
(m) _ (m-i+1) (β-l)i+(β-lW/2-(β-l)(m-l)/2+m-l/c _ r \
n\$,w = 0. Moreover, Nύ%]
w
 is an integer.
Proof. We may assume u, υ, w e Hx for some λ £ Ker Norm, otherwise
v,w = 0. Now we may also assume λ = 1, namely u, υ, w e H.
By Theorem 4.7,
Λm) _ (m-i+1) (β-l)t+(β-l)i/2-(β-l)(m-l)/2
a(u)a(υ)a(w)
and the equation holds.
Furthermore,
and
( s — 3\2
 /
Thus Nά™]
w
 is an integer. D
Theorem 5.5. NUiV^w is a non-negative integer for any u,υ,w G G. In partic-
ular, the fusion algebra at an algebraic level is integral.
Proof. Since tUiVyW is non-negative, NU:V,W is non-negative. The result follows
immediately by Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. •
6. Self duality of G
In this section, we investigate the self duality of G. Although G is not self dual
in general, if / is less than the prime divisor of q and I = s — 1, then G is self dual.
Recall that if C1(G) = {C
o
, C
u
 , Cd} and Irr(G) = {χ0, Xi, , Xd), then
\G\xijXj)
P
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where xι G C{, and G is self dual if pij = qϊ] for all 0 < z, j < d.
Firstly we shall show that G is not self dual if I > p. We need an easy lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Put a G G, ai = e G GF(ς) and CLJ — 0 for j φ i. then an = u(bj)
where birn = n C m e
m
 and
 n
C
m
 is a binomial coefficient, and bj = 0 otherwise.
In particular, for x G Gi\ Gi+i, x is of order p if and only if ip > I.
Proof. By the induction on n, the form of an is obtained. By p \
 p C m for
1 < m < p, we have the order of x G Gι \ Gι+\. •
Proposition 6.2. Let p be the prime divisor of q. If I > p, then G is not self
dual
Proof. Suppose that G is self dual. It is easy to see that
Poj =
Qoj = X,(l) 2 .
Thus \Ci\ = χi(l)2 for all z.
Let xι G Hι/H2. By Lemma 6.1, XiGp+\ G G/Gp+\ has order p
2
. Thus there
exists a G Irr(H/Hp+ι) \ lττ(H/Hp) such that a(xi) = ω, where ω is a primitive
p2-th root of unity. Let χ
ό
 = χ
a
 G Irr^/Gp+i) \ lττ(G/Gp). Then
where ε
s
 = ±1 is as defined above.
Since \d\ =
 q(*-W-i)9 We have Xi(l) = q(s-i)(i-i)/2 a n d χ. e I r r ( G ) \
Iττ(G/Gι). Similarly,
 Xj G Gι-p+ι\Gι-p+2 Now (l-p + l)p-l = (/-p)(p-l) > 0
and so (/ — p + l)p > /. Thus Xj has order p and x^^j) is a real multiple of a p-th
root of unity.
Since pij and ^ are real multiples of χ%{xj) and Xj(xi), respectively, we have
Pij ΦWr •
By Proposition 6.2, if G is self dual, then I < p. We do not know whether G is
self dual or not if I < p. We have the following result.
Proposition 6.3. Assume I < p and I = s — 1. Then G is self dual.
Proof. Put q = pt. We denote the usual trace map from GF(q) to GF(p) by
Tr g / p to distinguish it from Tr, the trace map from GF(qs) to GF(ςf). Note that the
exponent of G is p by Lemma 6.1, and H is elementary abelian. We fix a primitive
p-th root of unity ω.
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Put K = GF(g) x x GF(g) (7-times) as a direct product of the additive group
GF(ςι), and put Kι = {(αi, , αj) G if Oj = 0, for j < i} for 1 < i < I + 1.
For x G K, we denote the z-th entry of x by xit By Lemma 6.1, if is elementary
abelian and so there exists an isomorphism φ : H —> K such that φ(Hi) = Kι for
1 < i < I + 1 and u* = <p(u)i for w G Hi.
For iA G iί, we define α
n
 G Irr(if) by
Then the map u »-» α
u
 is an isomorphism from iJ to Irr(if). Note that αM(ί;) =
a
v
(ύ) for any u,υ £ H. Also τxλ ι-^  χ^
w
 induces a one-to-one correspondence
between C1(G) and Iτr(G). We denote χ
au
 by χ
u
. We shall show P = Q by this
correspondence. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.8, we can index the conjugacy classes and
irreducible characters of G by u G H and λ G Ker Norm.
Note that if u G Hi \ Hi+1 then \CU\ = ^-1)^-0, Q u e \n{H/Hι^i+2 \
briH/Hi-i+i), χ
u
 e Irr(G/Gz_,+2 \Irr(G/G z_ i + 1), and X u ( l ) = g(-D(i-0/2.
We assume u e Hi\ i/^+i, υ e Hj\ Hj+1, and λ, μ G Ker Norm.
First, we assume i + j > I + 1. Then obviously ?xλ G Ker χ{f and vμ G Ker χ£.
Now
Thus p
u
χ
v
μ = q
u
\
v
μ.
Second, we assume i + j < I + 1. If λ Φ μ, then χ*(vμ) = χtt(ux) = 0, and so
the result holds. We may assume λ = μ = 1. Then
\G\Xu(v)
Puυ — |cG(«)|χ«(i)
Thus p
u v
 = ρ
u υ
 by α
u
(t;) = a
υ
(u).
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Finally, we assume i + j = / + 1. Put m = a e GF(q) and Vj = b e GF(q). We
may assume that μ = 1. We define u G Hi to be i/λ G ά[Gi,0]Gi+i and v G iϊj to
bet;*"1 ev[Gj,Θ}Gj+1. Then
(u)i = Tr(αλ^)/ 5 = α
Thus
We shall show α
u
(ΐ) = a
v
(ΰ). Since
it is enough to show that Tr(λW - λ^)" 1) = 0. We have
\fc=0 k=0
\fc=0 k=i
\ \fc=o
= 0.
Thus OLU{V) = av(ύ). Now
?«>„ = χ
v
(l)χ
v
(uχ)
Thus p
u
\
v
 = q^Z This completes the proof. D
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